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©  Data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera. 

00 

©  A  data  imprinting  device  (10)  focuses  light  emit- 
ted  from  an  array  (59)  of  LEDs  (1-7)  onto  the  film, 
exposing  the  film  as  it  is  fed.  A  single  chip  micro- 
computer  (57)  controls  the  LED  array  to  imprint  data. 
Some  of  the  LEDs  (2  and  3,  5  and  6)  in  the  array  are 
always  energized  together,  while  others  (1,4,7)  are 
energized  independently.  The  LEDs  which  are  en- 
ergized  together  require  only  a  single  control  line 
(D2.D4),  thus  reducing  the  number  of  control  lines 

(D1-D5),  and  consequently  permitting  reduction  in 
the  size  of  the  camera.  The  group-wise  serial  activa- 
tion  of  the  dot  matrix  columns  slightly  staggers  the 
imprinted  data,  but  the  imprinted  characters  are  fully 
recognizable.  In  addition  to  reducing  the  number  of 
control  lines,  the  group-wise  serial  activation  also 
reduces  the  peak  load  on  the  constant  circuit,  and 
thereby  reduces  the  size  of  this  circuit. 

00 
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BACKGROUND  OF  THE  INVENTION 

The  invention  relates  to  data  imprinting  devices 
for  cameras  which  imprint  data,  such  as  a  date,  on 
photosensitive  film.  More  specifically,  the  invention 
relates  to  a  data  imprinting  device  which  imprints 
by  exposing  a  dot-matrix  of  points  on  a  photo- 
graphic  film  using  an  array  of  light  emitting  ele- 
ments  activated  synchronously  with  the  feeding  of 
the  film. 

Referring  to  Fig.  8,  a  data  imprinting  device  80, 
according  to  the  prior  art,  employs  seven  light 
emitting  diodes  (LEDs)  1  ~  7  arranged  perpendicu- 
larly  to  a  direction  of  feed  of  a  film.  A  constant 
voltage  circuit  73  feeds  power  from  a  battery  71  to 
a  motor  drive  circuit  37.  Constant  voltage  circuit  73 
provides  a  constant  voltage  output  despite  fluc- 
tuations  in  the  voltage  of  battery  71  .  Constant  volt- 
age  circuit  73  supplies  stabilized  power  to  a  CPU 
17,  a  light  emitting  diode  (LED)  drive  circuit  19  and 
a  photo  interrupter  53. 

A  partial  pushdown  switch  SW1  and  a  full 
pushdown  switch  SW2  are  connected  to  CPU  17. 
Partial  pushdown  switch  SW1  is  actuated  by  partial 
depression  of  a  camera  release  button.  Full  push- 
down  switch  SW2  is  actuated  by  full  depression  of 
the  camera  release  button.  Output  signals  from 
photo  interrupter  53  are  input  to  CPU  17.  Outputs 
from  CPU  17  are  connected  to  LED  drive  circuit  19 
and  motor  drive  circuit  37.  A  feed  motor  38,  for 
feeding  film,  is  driven  by  motor  drive  circuit  37. 

Seven  LEDs  1  ~  7  are  connected  to  LED  drive 
circuit  19.  Seven  output  terminals  A1  ~  A7  of  CPU 
17  provide  control  signals  on  signal  L1  ~  L7  to 
corresponding  input  terminals  B1  ~  B7  of  LED 
drive  circuit  19. 

The  control  signals  on  signal  lines  L1  ~  L7 
control  counterpart  LEDs  1  ~  7,  respectively.  Thus, 
control  signals  from  signal  line  L1,  for  example, 
control  signals  input  on  signal  line  L2  cause  LED  2 
to  emit  light,  and  so  forth. 

Referring  now  to  Figs.  1  ,  8  and  9,  numerals  are 
formed  by  the  data  imprinting  synchronized  with 
the  feeding  of  film.  Numerals  are  formed  by  ac- 
tivating  a  combination  of  LED1  ~  LED  7  (Fig.  9),  at 
successive  intervals  of  time  for  each  numeral.  The 
time  intervals  are  keyed  to  the  movement  of  the 
film  as  the  film  is  fed.  Dot  matrix  patterns  are 
thereby  generated,  each  time  interval  mapping  into 
a  corresponding  interval  of  the  film.  Data  imprinting 
exposure  takes  place  in  five  successive  time  inter- 
vals  A,  B,  C,  D  and  E. 

The  blackened  circles  represent  exposed  re- 
gions  on  the  film  for  formation  of  the  numeric 
character  "9".  The  white  circles  represent  regions 
on  the  film  which  remain  unexposed  in  forming  the 
character  "9"  during  feeding  of  the  corresponding 
interval  of  film. 

In  the  conventional  data  imprinting  device, 
each  LED  is  connected  to  its  own  signal  line.  Thus, 
to  control  operation  of,  seven  LEDs  1  ~  7,  for 
example,  seven  signal  lines  L1  ~  L7  are  required. 

5  In  addition,  note  that  each  column  A  through  E 
represents  an  interval  of  film  that  was  fed  past  and 
exposed  by  LEDs  1  ~  7  at  the  same  time.  There- 
fore,  up  to  7  LEDs  may  be  activated  at  a  single 
time  in  order  for  the  character  shown  in  Fig.  9  to 

io  be  imprinted.  Thus,  the  conventional  imprinting  de- 
vice  must  power  all  seven  LEDs  simultaneously. 
For  example,  when  imprinting  the  points  in  column 
C  for  the  numeral  "1,"  seven  LEDs  are  simulta- 
neously  lighted.  If  20  mA  of  current  is  required  to 

75  light  each  LED,  the  conventional  device  requires  a 
constant-voltage  circuit  having  a  capacity  as  large 
as  140mA. 

In  view  of  the  recent  trend  toward  reducing  the 
size  of  cameras,  the  space  required  by  compo- 

20  nents,  such  as  signal  lines  and  circuit  elements,  is 
a  significant  design  issue.  Thus,  the  ability  to  re- 
duce  the  size,  number  and  cost  of  components  has 
positive  implications  for  camera  design. 

A  data  imprinting  device  requiring  fewer  control 
25  signal  lines  would  not  only  reduce  the  number  of 

components  by  the  number  of  signal  lines,  but  also 
the  size  of  the  CPU.  This  is  because  the  CPU 
requires  fewer  control  signal  outputs  to  drive  a 
given  number  of  LEDs.  Thus,  a  camera  employing 

30  a  CPU  with  seven  control  signal  outputs  is  inevi- 
tably  larger  and  more  costly  than  one  employing  a 
CPU  with  fewer  control  signal  outputs. 

The  ability  to  reduce  the  peak  power  require- 
ments  of  the  LED  array  over  that  of  a  conventional 

35  device  can  also  result  in  space  and  cost  savings. 
Another  embodiment  of  a  data  imprinting  de- 

vice,  disclosed  in  Japanese  Laid-open  Patent  Pub- 
lication  No.  5-81831,  achieves  a  lower  peak  power 
requirement  by  activating  the  LEDs  sequentially,  so 

40  that  fewer  LEDs  are  activated  at  a  given  time.  But, 
in  this  device,  the  characters  imprinted  are  slanted 
and  difficult  to  read.  In  addition,  successive  LEDs 
in  this  device  are  activated  before  previous  ones 
are  deactivated.  The  device,  therefore  fails  to  take 

45  full  advantage  of  the  possible  peak  power  reduc- 
tions. 

OBJECTS  AND  SUMMARY  OF  THE  INVENTION 

50  It  is  an  object  of  the  present  invention  to  re- 
duce  the  size  and  number  of  components  required 
for  a  camera  data  imprinting  device  of  prior  art 
design. 

It  is  a  further  object  of  the  present  invention  to 
55  provide  a  camera  data  imprinting  device  with  fewer 

control  signal  output  terminals  and  signal  lines 
compared  to  conventional  devices. 

3 
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It  is  a  further  object  of  the  present  invention  to 
provide  a  camera  data  imprinting  device  that  re- 
quire  a  lower  capacity  constant-voltage  circuit  than 
conventional  designs. 

It  is  a  still  further  object  of  the  invention  to 
provide  a  camera  data  imprinting  device  capable  of 
imprinting  clear,  recognizable  characters. 

Briefly  stated,  the  present  invention  is  a  device 
for  a  camera  that  imprints  data  such  as  a  date,  on 
photosensitive  film.  Light  emitted  by  an  array  of 
LEDs  is  focused  onto  the  film,  exposing  the  film  as 
it  is  fed.  A  single  chip  microcomputer  controls  the 
LED  array  to  imprint  data.  Several  lines  connect 
the  microcomputer  to  a  LED  driver  circuit.  Each 
input  of  the  driver  circuit  corresponds  to  a  single 
LED  in  the  LED  array.  However,  some  outputs  of 
the  microcomputer  chip  are  connected  to  more 
than  one  input  of  the  driver.  Thus,  the  number  of 
control  lines  required  is  less  than  the  total  number 
of  LEDs  used  to  form  the  imprinted  data. 

The  microcomputer  activates  the  appropriate 
LEDs  in  groups,  each  group  being  activated  con- 
secutively.  Thus  the  maximum  number  of  LEDs 
activated  at  a  given  instant  is  equal  to  the  maxi- 
mum  number  of  LEDs  in  the  group  with  the  most 
LEDs. 

The  resulting  imprinted  characters  therefore  in- 
clude  points,  lying  in  separate  rows,  that  are  al- 
ways  imprinted,  in  concert.  Also,  because  of  the 
group-wise  serial  activation,  the  dot  matrix  columns 
of  imprinted  data  are  somewhat  staggered.  Yet,  the 
characters  imprinted  are  very  recognizable.  The 
grouping  of  LEDs  produces  characters  that  are 
more  recognizable  than  those  produced  by  prior  art 
devices  that  employ  temporal  staggering  to  reduce 
peak  power  demand. 

Because  of  the  configuration  and  control  of  the 
data  imprinting  device,  the  number  of  CPU  output 
terminals,  signal  leads  and  the  peak  demand  of  the 
LED  are  reduced.  Additionally,  the  size  of  the 
microcomputer  can  be  reduced  relative  to  that  of  a 
conventional  device  because  of  the  reduced  num- 
ber  of  output  terminals  required.  Moreover,  the  size 
of  the  constant  voltage  circuit  may  be  reduced 
relative  to  that  of  a  conventional  device  because  of 
the  reduced  peak  demand. 

According  to  an  embodiment  of  the  present 
invention  there  is  disclosed  a  data  imprinting  de- 
vice  for  a  camera  comprising:  a  plurality  of  light 
emitting  elements,  a  control  circuit,  the  control  cir- 
cuit  including  means  for  producing  a  plurality  of 
control  signals,  first  means,  responsive  to  one  of 
the  plurality  of  control  signals,  for  controlling  at 
least  two  of  the  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements 
and  second  means,  responsive  to  at  least  another 
of  the  plurality  of  control  signals  for  controlling  at 
least  another  of  the  plurality  of  light  emitting  ele- 
ments,  independently  of  the  at  least  two  whereby 

reduced  control  leads  are  provided. 
According  to  another  embodiment  of  the 

present  invention  there  is  disclosed,  a  data  imprint- 
ing  device  for  a  camera  comprising:  a  plurality  of 

5  light  emitting  elements,  a  control  circuit,  the  control 
circuit  including  means  for  producing  a  plurality  of 
control  signals,  first  means,  responsive  to  ones  of 
the  controls  signals  for  controlling  ones  of  the 
plurality  of  light  emitting  elements,  second  means, 

io  responsive  to  at  least  another  of  the  plurality  of 
control  signals  for  controlling,  for  controlling  at  least 
another  of  the  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements, 
independently  of  the  ones  and  the  control  circuit 
including  means  for  producing  a  timing  of  control- 

15  ling  of  the  ones  at  a  time  non-overlapping  with  the 
controlling  of  the  at  least  another,  whereby  reduced 
peak  power  demands  are  provided. 

According  to  still  another  embodiment  of  the 
present  invention  there  is  disclosed,  a  data  imprint- 

20  ing  device  for  a  camera  comprising:  a  plurality  of 
light  emitting  elements,  a  control  circuit,  the  control 
circuit  including  means  for  producing  a  plurality  of 
control  signals,  first  means,  responsive  to  one  of 
the  plurality  of  control  signals,  for  controlling  at 

25  least  two  of  the  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements, 
second  means,  responsive  to  at  least  another  of 
the  plurality  of  control  signals  for  controlling  at 
least  another  of  the  plurality  of  light  emitting  ele- 
ments,  independently  of  the  at  least  two,  the  con- 

30  trol  circuit  including  means  for  producing  a  timing 
of  controlling  of  the  at  least  two  at  a  time  non- 
overlapping  with  controlling  of  the  at  least  another, 
whereby  reduced  control  leads,  and  reduced  peak 
power  demands  are  provided. 

35  The  above,  and  other  objects,  features  and 
advantages  of  the  present  invention  will  become 
apparent  from  the  following  description  read  in 
conjunction  with  the  accompanying  drawings,  in 
which  like  reference  numerals  designate  the  same 

40  elements. 

BRIEF  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  DRAWINGS 

Fig.  1  is  a  perspective  view  of  a  data  imprinting 
45  device  according  an  embodiment  of  the  present 

invention. 
Fig.  2  is  a  circuit  diagram  of  the  data  imprinting 

device  of  Fig.  1  . 
Fig.  3  is  a  schematic  diagram  showing  a  char- 

50  acter  imprinted  by  the  data  imprinting  device  of 
Fig.  1. 

Fig.  4  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  photog- 
raphing  operation  performed  by  the  data  imprinting 
device  of  Fig.  1  . 

55  Fig.  5  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  film  take-up 
operation  performed  by  the  data  imprinting  device 
of  Fig.  1. 

4 
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Fig.  6  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  data  imprinting 
operation  performed  by  the  data  imprinting  device 
of  Fig.  1. 

Fig.  7  is  time  chart  showing  the  temporal  rela- 
tionship  between  the  FSS  and  the  control  signals 
governing  each  LED  of  the  data  imprinting  device 
of  Fig.  1. 

Fig.  8  is  a  circuit  diagram  of  a  conventional 
data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera. 

Fig.  9  is  a  schematic  diagram  showing  a  char- 
acter  imprinted  by  the  data  imprinting  device  of 
Fig.  8. 

DETAILED  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring  to  Fig  1.,  a  data  imprinting  device  10 
for  a  camera  is  shown.  A  photosensitive  film  31 
contained  in  a  film  cartridge  33,  is  wound  around  a 
spool  35.  Feed  motor  38  is  actuated  by  motor  drive 
circuit  37  to  drive  spool  35. 

An  aperture  frame  39,  represented  by  double- 
dashed  broken  lines,  is  a  region  of  the  film  located 
directly  behind  an  aperture  of  the  camera.  Thus, 
aperture  frame  39  is  the  region  of  film  31  which  is 
exposed  when  a  photograph  is  taken.  An  exposed 
frame  41  ,  also  represented  by  double-dashed  lines, 
is  a  previously  exposed  region  of  film  31  . 

A  film  feed  detector  43,  for  detecting  the  feed- 
ing  of  film  31  as  it  is  wound,  is  located  above 
aperture  frame  39.  Film  feed  detector  43  includes  a 
film  feed  detection  roller  45  biased  by  a  pressure 
leaf  spring  44  into  contact  with  film  31.  A  disk- 
shaped  encoder  49  is  connected,  through  a  shaft 
47,  to  film  feed  detection  roller  45.  As  film  31 
advances,  film  feed  detection  roller  45  is  corre- 
spondingly  rotated.  Encoder  49  is  rotated  the  same 
amount  as  film  feed  detection  roller  45. 

Encoder  49  contains  a  number  of  radial  slits 
51.  Encoder  49  is  partly  inserted  in  photo  inter- 
rupter  53.  As  encoder  49  rotates  a  light  beam 
generated  by  photo  interrupter  53  is  alternately 
transmitted  and  blocked  as  each  radial  slit  51 
passes  beneath  it.  When  the  light  beam  is  transmit- 
ted,  it  strikes  a  photodetector  in  photo  interrupter 
53  so  that  photo  interrupter  53  output  alternates 
between  a  high  and  a  low  level  as  encoder  49 
rotates.  Thus,  photo  interrupter  53  sends  a  train  of 
rectangular  waves,  called  the  film  sensor  signal 
(FSS),  to  a  CPU  57  in  response  to  rotation  of 
encoder  49.  The  amount  of  film  31  that  is  fed  is 
detected  by  counting  the  number  of  signal  level 
reversals  of  the  FSS.  According  to  the  present 
embodiment,  360  FSS  reversals  are  generated  dur- 
ing  the  feeding  of  a  single  frame  of  film. 

Signals  from  partial  pushdown  switch  SW1  and 
full  pushdown  switch  SW2  are  fed  to  CPU  57.  A 
LED  array  59,  consisting  of  seven  LEDs  arranged 

in  a  straight  line  at  specified  intervals,  is  positioned 
in  front  of  film  31.  A  LED  drive  circuit  61,  which  is 
connected  to  CPU  57,  controls  the  emission  of  light 
by  each  LED  in  LED  array  59. 

5  A  focusing  lens  63  directs  light  emitted  by  LED 
array  59  to  a  narrow  focal  region  67  of  exposed 
frame  41.  Light,  emitted  from  LED  array  59,  ex- 
poses  film  31  in  focal  region  67  as  film  31  is  fed. 
LED  array  59  is  activated  according  to  a  time- 

io  varying  sequence  under  the  control  of  CPU  57.  The 
activation  of  LED  array  59  is  synchronized  with  the 
feeding  of  film  31  to  occur  within  a  specified  range 
of  feed  of  film  31.  Thus,  dot  matrix  patterns  of 
imprinted  data  65  are  formed. 

is  Electrical  contacts  68  read  a  conventional  DX 
code  70,  which  indicates  the  number  of  exposed- 
photograph  frames  and  the  ISO  sensitivity  of  film 
31  ,  from  film  cartridge  33. 

Referring  now  also  to  Fig.  2,  data  imprinting 
20  device  10  includes  motor  drive  circuit  37  and  con- 

stant  voltage  circuit  73  connected  to  battery  71. 
Constant  voltage  circuit  73  stabilizes  the  supply  of 
power  by  insuring  a  constant  voltage  output  de- 
spite  fluctuations  in  the  voltage  of  battery  71  .  Con- 

25  stant  voltage  circuit  73  supplies  stabilized  power  to 
CPU  57,  an  LED  drive  circuit  61  and  photo  inter- 
rupter  53. 

CPU  57  is  preferably  a  single  chip  microcom- 
puter  that  controls  the  sequence  of  operation  of  the 

30  camera.  CPU  57  incorporates  a  FSS  counter  and  a 
timer,  whose  operations  are  described  below.  Par- 
tial  pushdown  switch  SW1  and  full  pushdown 
switch  SW2  are  connected  to  CPU  57.  Partial 
pushdown  switch  SW1  and  full  pushdown  switch 

35  SW2  are  actuated  by  partial  and  full  depression  of 
a  camera  release  button  respectively.  CPU  57  is 
also  connected  to  LED  drive  circuit  61  and  motor 
drive  circuit  37.  Feed  motor  38  is  connected  to 
motor  drive  circuit  37. 

40  Seven  LEDs  1  ~  7  comprising  LED  array  59 
are  connected  to  LED  drive  circuit  61.  FSS  output 
of  photo  interrupter  53  is  connected  to  an  input  of 
CPU  57. 

CPU  57  has  five  control  signal  output  terminals 
45  C1  ~  C5  for  applying  control  signals  on  signal  lines 

D1  ~  D5  to  LED  drive  circuit  61.  The  five  control 
signals  are  connected  to  seven  control  signal  input 
terminals  E1  ~  E7  on  LED  drive  circuit  61  cor- 
responding  respectively  to  the  seven  LEDs  1  ~  7. 

50  The  connection  of  five  signal  lines  D1  ~  D5  to 
the  seven  control  signal  input  terminal  E1  ~  E7  of 
LED  drive  circuit  61  is  as  follows.  Signal  line  D1 
connects  control  signal  output  terminal  C1  to  con- 
trol  signal  input  terminal  E1.  Signal  line  D2  from 

55  control  signal  output  terminal  C2  is  connected  in 
parallel  to  control  signal  input  terminals  E2  and  E3. 
Signal  line  D3  from  control  signal  output  terminal 
C3  is  connected  to  control  signal  input  terminal  E4. 

5 
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Signal  line  D4  from  control  signal  output  terminal 
C4  is  connected  in  parallel  to  control  signal  input 
terminals  E5  and  E6.  Signal  line  D5  from  control 
signal  output  terminal  C5  is  connected  to  control 
signal  input  terminal  E7. 

Thus,  control  signals  from  one  of  signal  lines 
D1,  D4  and  D7  causes  an  emission  of  light  from 
corresponding  LED  1  ,  4  or  7.  A  control  signal  from 
signal  lines  D2  or  D4  causes  the  emission  of  light 
from  the  corresponding  pair  of  LEDs,  1  and  2  or  5 
and  6. 

Referring  now  to  Figs.  1,  2  and  3,  a  numeral 
formed  by  the  dot  matrix  patterns  generated  by 
data  imprinting  device  10  are  shown  in  Fig.  3.  The 
blackened  circles  represent  exposed  areas  on  film 
31  constituting  imprinted  data  65  to  form  the 
numeric  character  "9".  The  white  circles  represent 
regions  on  film  31  that  remain  unexposed  in  for- 
ming  the  character  "9".  A  slight,  but  acceptable 
difference  is  seen  between  the  character  "9"  in 
Fig.  3,  and  the  character  "9"  in  the  prior  art  char- 
acter  "9"  of  Fig.  9. 

As  shown  in  Fig.  3,  the  activation  of  LEDs 
LED1  ~  LED7  occurs  during  five  successive  inter- 
vals  in  time,  A,  B,  C,  D  and  E,  keyed  to  the 
movement  of  film  31,  to  form  each  numeral.  Each 
of  the  five  sucessive  time  intervals  represents  a 
range  of  times  having  three  specific  times  during 
which  various  subsets  of  LEDs  LED1  ~  LED  7  may 
be  energized.  LEDs  LED5/LED6  are  always  ac- 
tuated  together  at  the  earliest  of  the  three  times  in 
each  interval.  LEDs  LED2/LED3  are  always  ac- 
tuated  together  at  the  latest  of  the  three  times  in 
each  interval.  The  time  of  actuation  of  LED5/LED6 
contains  no  overlap  with  the  time  of  actuation  of 
LED2/LED3.  Independently  controlled  LED7  is  ac- 
tuated  at  the  same  times  as  LED5/LED6.  Indepen- 
dently  controlled  LED1  is  actuated  at  the  same 
time  as  LED2/LED3.  Independently  controlled  LED4 
is  actuated  at  a  time  intermediate  between  the 
earliest  and  the  latest  time  in  each  range. 

Although  the  circles  representing  LED  illumina- 
tion  appear  to  overlap  in  Fig.  3,  in  fact,  this  overlap 
results  from  the  imaging  of  light  from  very  brief 
illumination  of  the  LEDs.,  and  not  from  the  ener- 
gization  time  of  the  LEDs.  The  energization  of 
LEDs  at  the  first,  second  and  third  times  in  each 
range  do  not  overlap.  Therefore,  at  the  most,  only 
three  LEDs  are  energized  at  any  time 
(LED5/LED6/LED7  or  LED1/LED2/LED3).  At  the 
middle  time  in  each  interval,  only  LED4  is  illumi- 
nated,  if  energized. 

In  the  present  embodiment  LED5,  LED6,  and 
LED7  comprise  group  1  .  The  feeding  of  an  interval 
of  film  31  triggers  the  activation  of  the  LEDs  in 
group  1  .  The  LEDs  in  group  1  remain  activated  for 
a  specified  period  after  which  they  are  deactivated. 
LED  4  comprises  group  2  and  is  activated  imme- 

diately  after  the  LEDs  of  group  1  are  deactivated. 
LED4  remains  activated  for  a  specified  period  after 
which  it  is  deactivated.  LED1,  LED2  and  LED3 
comprise  group  3  and  are  activated  immediately 

5  after  the  LEDs  of  group  2  are  deactivated.  The 
group  3  LEDs  remain  activated  for  a  specified 
period  after  which  they  are  deactivated.  Thus,  only 
one  group  of  LEDs,  group  1,  group  2  or  group  3,  is 
activated  at  a  given  instant  of  time. 

io  Referring  now  also  to  Fig.  4  the  photographing 
operation  begins  when  partial  pushdown  switch 
SW1  is  activated.  First,  CPU  57  sends  signals  to  a 
photometry  circuit  (not  shown)  in  step  S11,  direct- 
ing  the  photometry  circuit  to  perform  the  photome- 

15  try  operation.  Details  of  the  photometry  operation 
are  not  explained  herein.  Briefly  stated,  however, 
the  luminance  of  an  object  to  be  photographed  is 
calculated  based  on  the  quantity  of  light  detected 
by  light-sensing  elements  in  the  photometry  circuit. 

20  The  circuit  determines  the  length  of  time  the  shut- 
ter  should  remain  open  based  on  a  calculation  of 
luminance. 

Next,  in  step  S12,  a  range  finding  initiation 
signal  is  sent  to  a  range  finding  circuit,  which  is  not 

25  shown.  Then  the  range  finding  operation  is  per- 
formed. 

Next,  the  position  of  full  pushdown  switch  SW2 
is  detected  in  step  S13.  If  full  pushdown  switch 
SW2  is  off,  the  position  of  partial  pushdown  switch 

30  SW1  is  detected  in  step  S14.  If  partial  pushdown 
switch  SW1  is  off,  the  photographing  operation  is 
terminated  in  step  S15. 

If  full  pushdown  switch  SW2  is  on,  the  lens  is 
positioned  in  step  S16,  according  to  the  range 

35  determined  in  the  range  finding  operation  of  step 
S12.  In  step  S17  the  shutter  is  released  for  the 
length  of  time  calculated  in  step  S1  1  .  Next,  in  step 
18,  the  lens  is  restored  to  its  initial  position. 

Next,  film  31  is  advanced,  and  data  is  simulta- 
40  neously  imprinted  on  film  31  in  step  S19.  In  step 

S21,  the  position  of  partial  pushdown  switch  SW1 
is  determined.  Step  S21  is  repeated  until  partial 
pushdown  switch  SW1  is  turned  off. 

Step  S19  consists  of  one  cycle  of  the  film  take- 
45  up  operation.  This  operation  feeds  film  31  a  dis- 

tance  corresponding  to  one  frame,  wherein  one 
frame  equals  360  FSS  level  reversals.  As  film  31 
feeds,  the  data  imprinting  operation  is  initiated  at 
the  200th  FSS  edge  and  continues  through  the 

50  280th  FSS  edge. 
Referring  to  Fig.  5,  the  details  of  the  operation 

performed  in  step  S19  of  Fig.  4  are  shown.  At  the 
start  of  the  film  take-up  operation  called  for  in  step 
S19,  a  film  end  detection  timer  is  initiated  in  step 

55  S101.  The  film  end  detection  timer  determines 
whether  the  end  of  the  film  has  been  reached.  This 
timer  counts  down  to  zero  when  no  FSS  level 
reversal  is  detected  for  a  specified  period.  The 

6 
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absence  of  FSS  level  reversals  indicates  that  the 
film  has  stopped  feeding,  and  therefore  the  end  of 
film  is  inferred. 

Next,  a  FSS  counter  is  cleared  in  step  S102. 
The  FSS  counter  counts  the  FSS  level  reversals 
generated  by  photo  interrupter  53,  as  film  31  is 
advanced  a  distance  of  360  FSS  reversals  cor- 
responding  to  one  frame.  Next,  forward  rotation  of 
feed  motor  38  is  initiated  in  step  S103.  When  feed 
motor  38  is  activated,  film  31  is  advanced  and 
taken  up  by  spool  35  of  the  camera. 

In  step  104,  operation  proceeds  to  S105  if  the 
FSS  level  has  reversed,  or  to  S105  if  the  FSS  level 
has  not  yet  reversed.  In  step  S105,  the  lapse  of  the 
film  end  detection  timer  returns  operation  to  step 
S104.  Otherwise,  operation  proceeds  to  step  S110. 
A  brake  is  applied  to  feed  motor  38  for  100  us  in 
step  S110.  Feed  motor  38  is  halted  in  step  S111. 
Operation  then  exits  the  flow  chart  of  Fig.  5  and 
returns  to  step  S21  of  Fig.  4. 

Referring  now  also  to  Fig.  6,  if  the  FSS  level 
has  reversed  in  step  S104,  the  film  end  detection 
timer  is  cleared,  and  restarted  in  step  S106.  In  step 
S107,  the  FSS  counter  is  incremented.  Next,  in 
step  S108,  the  value  in  the  FSS  counter  is  com- 
pared  to  the  value  200.  When  this  comparison 
indicates  that  the  value  200  is  reached,  operation 
proceeds  to  step  S200,  where  the  data  imprinting 
operation  is  initiated.  If  the  FSS  counter  does  not 
reach  200,  the  value  in  the  FSS  counter  is  com- 
pared  to  the  value  360  in  step  S109. 

When  the  FSS  counter  reaches  360,  advance 
of  a  single  frame  of  film  31  is  completed.  If  so,  a 
brake  is  applied  to  feed  motor  38  for  100  us  in 
step  S110.  Feed  motor  38  is  halted  in  step  S111, 
and  the  operation  exits  the  flow  chart  of  Fig.  5  and 
returns  to  step  S21  of  Fig.  4. 

If  the  FSS  counter  has  not  reached  360  upon 
execution  of  step  S109,  the  operation  proceeds  to 
step  S105,  where  lapse  of  the  film  end  detection 
timer  is  determined.  If  the  lapse  is  not  detected, 
the  operation  returns  to  step  S104.  Thus,  the  op- 
eration  loops  through  steps  S104  and  S105  until 
the  film  end  detection  timer  has  lapsed,  or  the  FSS 
level  reverses. 

When  operation  branches  from  step  S108  to 
step  S200  upon  determination  of  a  FSS  counter 
value  of  200,  the  film  end  detection  timer  is 
cleared,  and  the  timer  restarted  in  step  S202.  Next, 
the  FSS  counter  is  incremented  in  step  S203.  The 
FSS  counter  is  compared  to  the  value  280  in  step 
S204.  If  the  FSS  counter  has  reached  280,  the  data 
imprinting  process  is  terminated,  and  operation 
branches  to  step  S105  of  Fig.  5  and  back  into  the 
S104/S105  loop. 

If  the  content  of  the  FSS  counter  is  less  than 
280  at  step  S204,  the  data  imprinting  process 
proceeds  as  follows.  The  data  to  be  imprinted  is 

read  out  into  the  imprinting  region  of  CPU  57  in 
step  S205.  In  Step  S206,  control  signals  for  data 
imprinting  are  output  through  control  signal  output 
terminals  C5  and  C4  of  CPU  57  according  to  the 

5  data  read  out  in  step  205.  The  appropriate  LEDs 
among  LED7,  LED6  and  LED5  of  group  1  are  thus 
activated.  A  delay  of  100  us  occurs  in  step  S207 
during  which  the  appropriate  LEDs  among  LED7, 
LED6  and  LED5  remain  activated.  After  the  100  us 

io  delay,  the  data  imprinting  signals  are  terminated  in 
step  S208,  and  LEDs  LED7,  LED6  and  LED5  are 
deactivated. 

Next,  in  step  S209,  control  signals  for  data 
imprinting  are  output  through  control  signal  output 

is  terminal  C3  of  CPU  57  according  to  the  data  read 
out  in  step  S205.  LED  4  is  thereby  activated,  if 
appropriate.  A  delay  of  100  us  occurs  in  step  S210 
during  which  LED4  remains  activated,  if  appro- 
priate.  After  the  100  us  delay,  the  data  imprinting 

20  signal  is  terminated  in  step  S211,  and  LED4  is 
deactivated. 

In  Step  S212,  control  signals  for  data  imprint- 
ing  are  output  through  control  signal  output  termi- 
nals  C2  and  C1  of  CPU  57  according  to  the  data 

25  read  out  in  step  S205.  The  appropriate  LEDs 
among  LED3,  LED2  and  LED1  of  group  3  are  thus 
activated.  A  delay  of  100  us  occurs  in  step  S213 
during  which  the  appropriate  LEDs  among  LED3, 
LED2  and  LED1  remain  activated.  After  the  100  us 

30  delay,  the  data  imprinting  signals  are  terminated  in 
step  S214,  and  LEDs  LED3,  LED2  and  LED1  are 
deactivated. 

Referring  now  to  Figs.  1  ,  3,  5  and  6,  the  above 
operation  corresponds  to  the  imprinting  of  the  first 

35  column  of  the  dot  matrix  of  the  first  character  of  the 
data,  ie.,  column  A  of  Fig.  3.  This  operation  is 
completed  within  the  time  between  two  consecutive 
FSS  level  reversals. 

Referring  to  Figs.  2,  3,  and  7,  Fig.  7  shows  the 
40  temporal  relationship  between  the  FSS  and  the 

activation  of  LEDs  LED1  ~  LED7  to  imprint  the 
numeral  "9".  At  the  instant  the  200th  FSS  level 
reversal  is  received  by  the  CPU  57,  two  of  the 
LEDs  in  group  1,  LED5  and  LED6,  are  activated 

45  while  the  remainder  of  the  LEDs  remains  deacti- 
vated.  After  the  100  us  delay,  LED5  and  LED6  are 
deactivated.  Next,  LED4,  which  comprises  group  2, 
is  activated.  After  100  us,  LED  4  is  deactivated, 
and  LED2  and  LED3  of  group  3  are  activated. 

50  LED1  remains  deactivated.  LED2  and  LED3  are 
deactivated  after  another  100  us  delay.  Thus,  the 
first  column  of  the  character  in  Fig.  3  is  formed. 
Fig.  7  shows  the  timing  sequence  for  the  remaining 
columns  that  would  apply  in  imprinting  the  char- 

55  acter  of  Fig.  3. 
The  time  delays  between  imprinting  of  the  suc- 

cessive  groups  of  data,  group  1  ,  group  2  and  group 
3  are  evident  from  the  time  chart  of  Fig.  7.  The 
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temporally  staggered  relationship  between  the  im- 
printing  of  the  three  groups  corresponds  to  the 
spatial  staggering  of  the  characters  on  film  31, 
shown  in  Fig.  3,  as  discussed  above. 

Thus,  before  each  group  of  LEDs  group  1, 
group  2  and  group  3,  is  activated,  the  other  groups 
are  deactivated.  Therefore,  the  maximum  number 
of  LEDs  that  may  be  activated  simultaneously  is 
three.  If  the  current  required  to  turn  on  each  LED  is 
20  mA,  a  constant-voltage  circuit  with  a  capacity  of 
60mA  is  enough  to  power  LED  array  59  of  the 
invention. 

After  the  imprinting  of  the  first  column  of  data, 
operation  returns  to  the  loop  of  Steps  S200  and 
S201.  In  step  S200,  the  status  of  the  FSS  is 
determined.  If  the  FSS  level  has  reversed,  opera- 
tion  proceeds  to  step  S202.  If  the  FSS  level  has 
not  reversed,  operation  proceeds  to  step  S201. 
Step  S201  branches  back  to  node  2  in  Fig.  5,  if  the 
film  end  detection  timer  has  lapsed,  or  returns  to 
step  S200  if  it  has  not. 

Referring  now  to  Figs.  3,  and  6,  when  the  FSS 
level  reversal  takes  place,  corresponding  to  a  FSS 
count  of  201,  operation  proceeds  again  through 
steps  S202  to  S208.  Another  staggered  column  of 
the  desired  character,  ie.,  column  B  of  Fig.  3,  is 
thus  imprinted.  Similarly,  columns  C,  D  and  E  are 
imprinted  at  the  202nd,  203rd  and  204th  FSS  level 
reversal  respectively,  completing  the  imprinting  of 
the  first  character. 

These  steps  are  repeated  as  above  for  each 
character  until  all  the  desired  characters  have  been 
imprinted.  In  the  present  embodiment,  the  opera- 
tion  is  repeated  until  the  280th  FSS  level  reversal 
is  counted. 

Referring  to  Figs.  5  and  6,  after  the  280th  FSS 
edge  is  counted,  and  data  imprinting  is  completed, 
the  procedure  returns  from  step  S204  to  step  S104 
and  the  S104/S105  loop  of  Fig.  5. 

Returning  to  Fig.  2,  two  of  the  5  control  signal 
output  terminals,  in  data  imprinting  device  10,  C2 
and  C4,  of  CPU  57  are  each  connected  to  pairs  of 
control  signal  input  terminals  E2/E3  and  E5/E6  re- 
spectively.  Control  signal  output  terminal  C2  is 
connected  to  control  signal  input  terminals  E2  and 
E3  and  control  signal  output  terminal  C4,  to  control 
signal  input  terminals  E2  and  E3.  Thus,  data  im- 
printing  device  10  permits  the  number  of  control 
signal  output  terminals  C1  ~  C5  and  control  signal 
lines  D1  ~  D5  to  be  significantly  reduced  com- 
pared  with  a  conventional  device. 

To  be  more  precise,  in  the  present  embodi- 
ment,  control  signals  from  control  signal  output 
terminals  C2  and  C4  are  passed  through  signal 
lines  D2  and  D4,  respectively.  Signal  lines  D2  and 
D4  each  input  control  signals  to  control  signal  input 
terminal  pairs  E2/E3  and  E5/E6,  respectively.  Ac- 
cordingly,  control  signal  output  terminals  C2  and 

C4  control  LED  pairs  LED2/LED3  and  LED5/LED6, 
respectively.  Therefore,  LED2  is  always  activated 
with  LED3  and  LED5  is  always  activated  with 
LED6. 

5  By  connecting  certain  input  and  output  termi- 
nals  as  described,  the  invention  reduces  to  five  the 
number  of  signal  lines  D1  ~  D5  compared  to  the 
seven  signal  lines  required  in  the  conventional  de- 
vice. 

io  Another  result  of  the  present  invention,  is  that 
finding  sufficient  space  to  attach  signal  lines  is 
made  easier. 

Also,  reducing  the  number  of  control  signal 
output  terminals  C1  ~  C5  of  CPU  57  from  seven  to 

is  five,  allows  the  size  of  CPU  57  to  be  reduced.  This 
makes  it  possible  to  reduce  the  size  and  the  cost 
of  the  entire  camera. 

The  pairing  of  LEDs  as  discussed  allows  im- 
printing  of  dot  matrix  characters  is  show  in  Fig.  3. 

20  Since  characters  formed  in  this  way  are  sufficiently 
recognizable,  the  device  described  is  as  suitable 
for  imprinting  data  as  are  conventional  devices. 

Although  the  described  embodiment  called  for 
the  pairing  of  control  of  LED2  with  LED3  and  LED5 

25  with  LED6,  it  is  recognized  by  those  skilled  in  the 
art  that  other  pairings  are  possible.  Such  other 
combinations  may  be  employed  without  departing 
from  the  scope  or  spirit  of  the  invention  as  defined 
in  the  claims. 

30  Although  seven  LEDs  are  used  in  the  embodi- 
ment  described  above,  the  number  of  LEDs  is  not 
limited  to  seven.  Any  convenient  number  of  LEDs 
may  be  used  for  representing  characters  without 
departing  from  the  scope  or  spirit  of  the  invention 

35  as  defined  in  the  claims. 
Furthermore,  in  the  described  embodiment, 

data  is  imprinted  in  the  form  of  numerals.  However, 
it  is  recognized  by  those  skilled  in  the  art  that  the 
invention  may  be  applied  to  the  imprinting  of  other 

40  types  of  characters.  For  example,  the  invention 
may  be  applied  to  the  imprinting  of  alphabet,  the 
Japanese  syllabary,  such  as  hiragana  and 
katakana,  and  Chinese  characters,  without  depart- 
ing  from  the  scope  or  spirit  of  the  invention  as 

45  defined  in  the  appended  claims. 
Moreover,  in  the  described  embodiment,  signal 

lines  D2  and  D4  were  connected  to  pairs  of  control 
signal  input  terminals  E2/E3  and  E5/E6.  However,  it 
is  recognized  by  those  skilled  in  the  art  that  a 

50  single  signal  line  may  be  connected  to  three  or 
more  control  signal  input  terminals  without  depart- 
ing  from  the  scope  or  spirit  of  the  invention  as 
defined  in  the  claims. 

Furthermore,  the  possible  grouping  combina- 
55  tions  of  LEDs  is  not  limited  to  those  described 

above.  Other  combinations  may  be  employed  if 
each  group  comprises  LEDs  that  are  adjacent  to 
each  other.  However,  the  number  of  LEDs  in  a 

8 
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group  should  be  set  considering  the  slanting  effect 
incurred.  Very  few  LEDs  per  group  would  cause 
the  characters  imprinted  to  be  too  slanted,  as  in 
the  prior-art  reference  noted  in  the  background 
section  hereof.  Many  LEDs  per  group  would  dimin- 
ish  the  advantage  obtained  in  reduction  of  peak 
demand  on  the  constant  voltage  circuit.  Light  emit- 
ting  elements  other  than  LEDs  may  be  employed 
without  departing  from  the  spirit  and  scope  of  the 
invention. 

The  invention  described  may  reduce  consider- 
ably,  the  number  of  control  signal  terminals  and 
lines,  and  power  demand  of  a  camera  data  imprint- 
ing  device.  Thus,  the  size  and  cost  of  the  CPU,  the 
number  of  signal  lines,  and  the  size,  complexity 
and  cost  of  the  constant  voltage  circuit  elements 
are  reduced  compared  to  conventional  devices. 

Additionally,  the  present  invention  imprints 
characters  that  are  less  slanted  than  those  im- 
printed  by  prior  art  devices  that  employ  temporal 
staggering  of  the  LEDs.  For  example,  Japanese 
Laid-open  Patent  Publication  No.  5-81831,  obtains 
a  lower  peak  power  requirement  by  activating  the 
LEDs  sequentially,  and  activating  successive  LEDs 
before  the  previous  ones  are  deactivated.  However, 
in  this  device,  the  characters  imprinted  are  very 
slanted  and  difficult  to  read. 

Having  described  preferred  embodiments  of 
the  invention  with  reference  to  the  accompanying 
drawings,  it  is  to  be  understood  that  the  invention 
is  not  limited  to  those  precise  embodiments,  and 
that  various  changes  and  modifications  may  be 
effected  therein  by  one  skilled  in  the  art  without 
departing  from  the  scope  or  spirit  of  the  invention 
as  defined  in  the  appended  claims. 

Claims 

1.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  compris- 
ing: 

a  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements; 
a  control  circuit; 
said  control  circuit  including  means  for 

producing  a  plurality  of  control  signals; 
first  means,  responsive  to  one  of  said  plu- 

rality  of  control  signals,  for  controlling  at  least 
two  of  said  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements; 
and 

second  means,  responsive  to  at  least  an- 
other  of  said  plurality  of  control  signals  for 
controlling  at  least  another  of  said  plurality  of 
light  emitting  elements,  independently  of  said 
at  least  two  whereby  reduced  control  leads  are 
provided. 

2.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
cited  in  claim  1,  including  means  for  imaging 
light  from  said  plurality  of  light  emitting  ele- 

ments  on  a  surface. 

3.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
cited  in  claim  2,  including: 

5  means  for  moving  a  film;  and 
wherein  said  plurality  of  control  signals  are 

synchronous  with  said  moving  of  said  film. 

4.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
io  cited  in  claim  3,  wherein: 

said  first  means  includes  at  least  two  input 
terminals  having  coupled  thereto  a  control 
lead;  and 

said  second  means  includes  at  least  one 
is  further  input  terminal  each  having  a  further 

control  lead  coupled  thereto. 

5.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
cited  in  claim  4  wherein: 

20  each  of  said  plurality  of  control  signals  is 
electrical; 

said  control  circuit  includes  a  microproces- 
sor; 

each  of  said  plurality  of  light  emitting  ele- 
25  ments  is  a  light  emitting  diode;  and 

said  first  means  includes  a  light  emitting 
diode  drive  circuit. 

6.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  compris- 
30  ing: 

a  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements; 
a  control  circuit; 
said  control  circuit  including  means  for 

producing  a  plurality  of  control  signals; 
35  first  means,  responsive  to  ones  of  said 

controls  signals  for  controlling  ones  of  said 
plurality  of  light  emitting  elements; 

second  means,  responsive  to  at  least  an- 
other  of  said  plurality  of  control  signals  for 

40  controlling,  for  controlling  at  least  another  of 
said  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements,  in- 
dependently  of  said  ones;  and 

said  control  circuit  including  means  for 
producing  a  timing  of  controlling  of  said  ones 

45  at  a  time  non-overlapping  with  said  controlling 
of  said  at  least  another,  whereby  reduced  peak 
power  demands  are  provided. 

7.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
50  cited  in  claim  6,  including  means  for  imaging 

light  from  said  plurality  of  light  emitting  ele- 
ments  on  a  surface. 

8.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
55  cited  in  claim  7,  including: 

means  for  moving  a  film;  and 
wherein  said  plurality  of  control  signals  are 

synchronous  with  said  moving  of  said  film. 

9 
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9.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
cited  in  claim  8,  wherein: 

said  first  means  includes  at  least  one  input 
terminal  each  having  a  control  lead  coupled 
thereto;  and  5 

said  second  means  includes  at  least  one 
further  input  terminal  each  having  a  further 
control  lead  coupled  thereto. 

10.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re-  10 
cited  in  claim  9  wherein: 

each  of  said  plurality  of  control  signals  is 
electrical; 

said  control  circuit  includes  a  microproces- 
sor;  75 

each  of  said  plurality  of  light  emitting  ele- 
ments  is  a  light  emitting  diode;  and 

said  first  means  includes  a  light  emitting 
diode  drive  circuit. 

20 
11.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  compris- 

ing: 
a  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements; 
a  control  circuit; 
said  control  circuit  including  means  for  25 

producing  a  plurality  of  control  signals; 
first  means,  responsive  to  one  of  said  plu- 

rality  of  control  signals,  for  controlling  at  least 
two  of  said  plurality  of  light  emitting  elements; 
and  30 

second  means,  responsive  to  at  least  an- 
other  of  said  plurality  of  control  signals  for 
controlling  at  least  another  of  said  plurality  of 
light  emitting  elements,  independently  of  said 
at  least  two;  and  35 

said  control  circuit  including  means  for 
producing  a  timing  of  controlling  of  said  at 
least  two  at  a  time  non-overlapping  with  con- 
trolling  of  said  at  least  another,  whereby  re- 
duced  control  leads,  and  reduced  peak  power  40 
demands  are  provided. 

said  second  means  includes  at  least  one 
further  input  terminal  each  having  a  further 
control  lead  coupled  thereto. 

15.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
cited  in  claim  14  wherein: 

each  of  said  plurality  of  control  signals  is 
electrical; 

said  control  circuit  includes  a  microproces- 
sor; 

each  of  said  plurality  of  light  emitting  ele- 
ments  is  a  light  emitting  diode;  and 

said  first  means  includes  a  light  emitting 
diode  drive  circuit. 

12.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
cited  in  claim  11,  including 

means  for  imaging  light  from  said  plurality  45 
of  light  emitting  elements  on  a  surface. 

13.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
cited  in  claim  12,  including  means  for  moving 
a  film;  and  50 

wherein  said  plurality  of  control  signals  are 
synchronous  with  said  moving  of  said  film. 

14.  A  data  imprinting  device  for  a  camera  as  re- 
cited  in  claim  13,  wherein:  55 

said  first  means  includes  at  least  two  input 
terminals  having  coupled  thereto  a  control 
lead;  and 
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